Characterization of the retention motif in the C-terminal part of the long splice form of platelet-derived growth factor A-chain.
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) A-chain is found in two different splice variants; the long A-chain variant differs from the short one in that it contains a stretch of basic amino acid residues in the C-terminal part that mediates retention of the growth factor inside the producer cell and to the cell matrix. By analyzing mutants in which different amino acid residues in the retention motif had been changed to alanine residues, we found that the total positive charge of the sequence is of importance for the function of the retention motif. Moreover, we showed that retention also occurs if only one of the polypeptides in the PDGF dimer carries the retention motif. Surface iodination and competition with a peptide having the sequence of the retention motif revealed that the long A-chain variant, in contrast to the short A-chain variant, is localized on the outside of the cells and is also associated to the cell matrix. The association is likely to be mediated partially through heparan sulfate proteoglycans since treatment of matrix with heparitinase released the long A-chain variant.